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Short Description

With its foldable design the SteelSeries 3H is easy to transport and the small size also means that the headset is very lightweight -
the headset is hardly noticeable when the sound starts playing.

Description

With its foldable design the SteelSeries 3H is easy to transport and the small size also means that the headset is very lightweight -
the headset is hardly noticeable when the sound starts playing. A strong bass and crystal clear sound will help you determine
where you can expect the next encounter with your enemy. A volume regulator on the cord enables you to quickly adjust the
sound in the headset and mute the microphone. All headsets from SteelSeries are optimized for specific sounds found in gaming,
like the sound of gunfire, weapon reloads, footsteps and other crucial in-game sounds. That´s why professional gamers all over
the world use it. There is no doubt you will enjoy it too, whether you´re an aspiring competitive gamer or just want to fully
immersive yourself in your gaming experience. SteelSeries 3H is recommended for RTS and MMO-gamers.

Features

Strong Bass Don’t let the size fool you. 3H packs a heavy bass, bringing explosions and gunfire to life.
Retractable Microphone The retractable microphone in the left earcup makes this headset perfect for gaming without
having the microphone being an annoying device hanging out all the time.
Passive Noise Reduction The 3H VR features leather earcups with a noise reducing foam, which helps to muffle the outside
world and allow you to focus on the important audio and voice communication happening inside your game.
Easy Access Volume Control SteelSeries 3H VR features an integrated volume controller, which enables you to adjust the
sound in the headset and mute the microphone on-the-fly.
Extreme Comfort The flexible headband and large leather ear cups guarantee awesome comfort in all situations. And the
3H is so light like a feather that you could hardly notice it when gunshots kick in or music start playing.
Easy to Transport SteelSeries 3H VR collapses at the top of each earcup, making it easy to store for travel. Bring your
headset to a LAN tournament or friends house without having to worry it’ll break along the way.

Specifications

Headphone Specs:

Freq. response: 10 – 27.000 Hz
Impedance: 50 Ohm
SPL@1kHz, 1Vrms: 102 dB
Cable: 2 m / 6,6 ft.

Microphone Specs:

Freq. response: 50 – 18.000 Hz
Pick-up pattern: Non-directional
Sensitivity: -40 dB
Impedance: 2,2K Ohm
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Additional Information

Brand Steelseries

SKU 61012SS-D

Weight 4.0000

Special Price $22.49


